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Email Alain Prost was crowned the season's best
Formula 1 driver in the 1991 season-opening Japanese
Grand Prix. The legendary Frenchman has dominated
the bookmakers' odds to be crowned as the title's best
driver of the year - but he lost out by more than six
lengths to Colin Chapman's McLaren protege Ayrton
Senna. While Prost may well have missed out on the
Drivers' Championship to McLaren rival Nigel
Mansell, he was crowned the champion by some
distance as the Toro Rosso driver won seven races
that year. What made Prost's feat all the more
remarkable was that he only had one dominant
season, while his nearest rival Mansell had two
excellent years. The 23-year-old Belgian had only one
win - at the French Grand Prix - when he finally took
the drivers' title in the 1997 season, missing out by
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less than half a point. Mansell's two titles in 1989 and
1990 were a reflection of Senna's poor reliability
record throughout his career, while Prost not only
came second in points to Senna, but he also missed
the Japanese Grand Prix. First place on the podium
was claimed by Gerhard Berger, in his maiden season
with Ferrari. The German, who retired at the end of
the 1991 season to pursue a successful team
management career, beat the increasingly influential
Prost as well as the cream of the crop of drivers in F1
that year. The likes of Williams driver Nigel Mansell
and McLaren team-mate Riccardo Patrese finished
second and third and F1 greats, Nelson Piquet and
Alain de Cadenet, came in fourth and fifth. The home
of the Japanese Grand Prix had a magical feel that
year, and the new and exciting Suzuka circuit finished
off a thrilling season that featured much of the best F1
of the modern era. In a three-way title battle, Niki
Lauda - at one stage having appeared to be on the way
to becoming the best driver in history - snatched
second place from Prost by only two points after he
beat the Ferrari star for the title by virtue of a
superior points finish. Senna - a resurgent point scorer
in the final race in Adelaide - finished second in the
championship as he lost out by a point to the Austrian.
The 1975 world
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